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Over half a century ago, former prime minister of Israel David Ben-Gurion asked me a 
question that profoundly affected the rest of my life: “The question is not ‘where?’ It is ‘why?’”

In the spring of 1965 I was in Israel along with my wife, Ita, and twenty-one other young 
couples from across the United States. For most of us, this leadership mission was our first trip 
there. Our journey—the first of many that would follow—had been sponsored by the American 
Jewish Committee (AJC). Although today that organization has a special relationship with 
Israel, this trip was perhaps the first that the AJC organized to what was, at the time, the 
barely seventeen-year-old nation of Israel. 

We were introduced to many people during our trip, and after hearing where I was from, 
a quizzical look would come over their faces. People often asked me a two-word question 
wrapped in an exclamation: “South Dakota?!” This brief phrase hinted at their confusion  
and was often followed by additional questions ranging from “Where is South Dakota?” to 
“How did you end up there?” to “There are Jews in South Dakota?!” 

This happened so many times during our travels that I eventually drew a little map of 
the United States on a small piece of paper, showing our location in the center of America. 

One night, our group was honored with a reception with Israel’s first prime minister, 
David Ben-Gurion, which began with him sharing his thinking about the future of Israel. 
Afterward, he went around the room, sharing a few words with each person as he sought 
to better understand what was clearly a change among us emerging leaders of the AJC. 
Our questions and comments revealed an attitude far different from those that the AJC had 
expressed in the Blaustein–Ben-Gurion declaration that had been signed on August 23, 
1950, and made it clear that the Israeli government could only speak for its own citizens, 
not for all Jews. 
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Allowing Stan Adelstein’s voice to show through—both as 
a historical actor and as a man reflecting back on his life’s 
journey—is a primary goal of this book. In addition to extensive 
archival and secondary research, I conducted several taped 
interviews, exchanged many emails, and engaged in follow-up 
working sessions with Stan and other interviewees over the course 
of nearly three years.

Throughout this process, Stan had an opportunity to clarify 
his meaning and solidify the details of personal anecdotes. I did 
my best to ensure that all language that appears “in italics and 
in quotes” throughout this work reflects Stan’s words, as he told 
them to me. I lightly edited his words when it was necessary to 
finesse the spoken word to match the written word, adjust tense 
or syntax, or include implied meanings or contextual details 
that might not be clear to the reader. I took care, however, not 
to modify the intent of his words, so all “italicized quotes” reflect 
Stan’s meaning, if not his exact phrasing. Occasionally, I para-
phrase Stan’s stories without using quotes to stitch elements of a 
specific anecdote together or to emphasize a story’s significance. 

 I did not cite these “italicized stories” with endnotes, nor did 
I fact-check them. While my contributions to this work—the 
majority of the main, unitalicized narrative—reflect a historian’s 
research, synthesis, and analysis, Stan’s words are just that—his 
own memories told the way he remembered them, with slight 
touch-ups for clarity. All of his contributions are drawn from 
our interviews or follow-up conversations, working sessions, 
and correspondence. To set them apart from stories Stan told 
me directly, I did not italicize his words when they came from 
archival materials or secondary sources. Instead, Stan’s letters, 
notes, and written reflections appear in quotation marks but with 
unitalicized text and are cited in the endnotes, as are quotes by 
others drawn from archival and secondary sources. 

NOTE TO THE READER
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When Ben-Gurion came toward me, he voiced the familiar question, “South Dakota?” 
As I reached into my pocket for that map, he held up his hand to cut me off—seemingly 
knowing what was about to be said. 

Then he said “South Dakota? I know where, but the question is not where, it is ‘why?’” 
How had he known what I was reaching for? What did he expect to hear? After being 

surprised with that one word—“why?”—my instinctive reply was to say that “this is my 
mission as a Jew.” I surprised even myself with this response.  

You have to remember that this was a time when Zionists would often ask Jews like 
me “Why aren’t you in Israel?,” largely because they were certain that no Jew could be safe 
anywhere else in the world. Just twenty years after the end of World War II, our group 
was often asked what made us believe that what happened to the Jews in Europe wouldn’t 
happen in the United States.

 Ben-Gurion pressed me on my meaning for a few more minutes, and I tried to clarify by 
quoting Isaiah, who said that as Jews, we were meant to be “as a light unto the Nations.” 

In other words, I believed that my Jewish mission was to share our traditions and 
viewpoints wherever we lived, whether it was in Eretz, Israel, or anywhere else. For the 
moment, Ben-Gurion seemed to accept my response.

Now in my eighty-eighth year, I am reflecting on all that has transpired since that fateful 
meeting in Israel all those years ago. My lifelong attempts to live out the answer to the question 
Ben-Gurion asked my thirty-four-year-old self are the subject of this book. It tells my story—the 
story of one Jew in the land of America’s heart. (I deliberately put this spin on the phrase 
“heartland,” because I believe South Dakota really is where America’s heart resides.) Some 
Jews think that life’s happenings or events—things that seem to me to be coincidental—are 
actually beshert, a Yiddish word that implies a sense of divine fate: the idea that all things 
happen for a reason. Mine is an opposite conviction. There is no plan. How could there be, 
when I grew up in happiness and comfort, attending public schools and playing in Wilson 
Park, while half the Jewish children in the world were murdered on the other side of the planet? 

In recent years, friends, family, and colleagues encouraged me to document my story. 
To contextualize my life and offer an outside perspective and analysis, the historian Eric 
Zimmer was chosen to write this book.

I have spent many hours with Eric over the last few years trying to articulate my views 
about my role in the world. I’ve lived a life full of opportunity and coincidence, and it has 
allowed me to travel widely and become involved in some incredible stories. But I know deep 
down that I am a product of the world around me. After all, a seed dropped into the ground 
may blossom into something special, but not purely of its own will. A seed is shaped by the 

genetic makeup of all the species that came before it, the timing of its planting, the quality 
of the soil into which it fell, and the climate and atmosphere that allowed it to mature. My 
Jewish heritage, combined with the rich and nurturing soil of South Dakota’s core values of 
acceptance and support—not just “tolerance”—allowed me to become who I am today. 

My father and family prospered, and South Dakota offered us remarkable opportunities. 
Indeed, being “that Jew from South Dakota” amplified my voice and influence onto much 
larger platforms. Yes, sometimes there was a struggle with the isolation that accompanied 
the anomaly of our Jewish presence. We faced occasional acts of discrimination, but mostly 
our challenge lay in figuring out how to survive as ethnic outsiders, alone in a predominantly 
Christian region. Not too many years ago, while serving in the South Dakota legislature, 
peering out the window of my home high on the hillside at 1999 West Boulevard on a cold 
winter’s day, proudly looking out over the homes of the thousands of people I represented, I 
realized that only two other Jews lived in my entire district. 

There is no such thing as the “self-made man.” As you read this book, you will 
encounter dozens of individuals who shaped me as a person, a professional, a public servant, 
and a citizen. They are representative of the hundreds—or maybe thousands—of people who 
I bumped into on the streets of Pierre or Denver, New York or Jerusalem. Many you will 
meet, as I did, through organizations like the AJC, the Young Presidents’ Organization, the 
Republican Party, or many others. 

Born to special circumstances, inspired by my father, Morris, and an army chaplain-
turned-mentor named Rabbi Joseph Messing; supported all along by friends, family, and 
my Jewish values, I developed an absolute conviction that there was no choice but to give my 
time, talent, and treasure to worthy causes. All of this is for a simple reason: because I can. 
More than that, I have come to learn, with total certainty, that I cannot not help but assist 
others when they are in need. 

This is not to say that I never made any mistakes. I did! Throughout my life I have 
fought against personality traits that, at times, led me to act with rashness or to allow my 
passions to consume me. With time, I learned to listen to others. Lecturing to my students 
at the South Dakota School of Mines & Technology, I tried to teach them that listening and 
empathetically understanding others is the key to accomplishing successful negotiation. If 
you can achieve what is your objective, don’t think how much the other side gets or achieves. 
Ignore what’s “left on the table!” 

A memory helps me illustrate this feeling. I decided to run for the state legislature in 
the year 2000. At the time, I was seventy years old and well established in the Rapid City 
and regional business communities. Yet polling showed that the public perceived me as rich, 
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unapproachable, and out-of-touch with regular people. My response was to knock on doors 
and host Saturday morning coffees at McDonald’s to meet people and hear what they had 
to say. Over time, the public perception seemed to change, and people met my more relatable 
side—and then, after earning their trust, allowed me to represent them in Pierre for more 
than a decade.

Every day reminds me of the incredible privilege, security, and opportunities set before 
me. Once, while serving in the state legislature, there was an abortion debate that went long 
into the evening. For hours I held firm to my pro-choice stance. When the heated discussion 
ended for the evening, my side lost every one of our proposed amendments, and the bill passed. 
That night and for years after, many people thanked me for my “courage” in the chamber—a 
comment that seemed wrong to me. Didn’t I have to face real danger, I thought, in order to 
express “courage?”

 Nearing the door on my way out of the state capitol, a uniformed state trooper told me 
“good evening Representative” and wished me well, just as he did every other lawmaker—no 
matter his or her position on the night’s hot-button issue. Strolling to my car, I was con-
sciously aware that there was no need to check it for bombs. I remembered that when it came 
time to speak again in the morning, all I would need to do is rise and say “Mister Speaker,” 
and I would assuredly have the chamber’s absolute recognition. Deep down, I knew that the 
ultimate truth was that South Dakota and the United States had granted me freedoms—
freedoms that had not often been available to many Jews around the world during my life. 
Unlike many of our people, I knew then—as I know now—that I am free to stand up for 
my beliefs without fear of violence or retribution. 

That is exactly what I’ve been trying to do all these years: make my voice heard, and, 
with it, amplify the needs of the people and issues I care about. The story that follows charts 
the unusual possibilities of a Jewish life that began in 1931, on the eve of the Holocaust—
the time of my planting—and when the State of Israel was only a dream. 

Israel was “The Hope,” which is the meaning of that nation’s national anthem, 
“Hatikvah.” My hope is that, faced with a lifetime of opportunities, I made the most of 
them, giving purpose to my life—and, through my actions, some semblance of an answer to 
the question posed by David Ben-Gurion all those years ago. 

Stanford M. Adelstein 
Rapid City, South Dakota

2019

Stanford M. Adelstein remembered that “it was snowing hard on a Saturday 
morning, and I was looking forward to a quiet weekend. That’s when I received a very 
unexpected call.” It was January 1964, and blustery winter winds whipped across 
the Dakota plains. When he reached for his receiver, Adelstein had no way of 
knowing that this call would send him on a grueling tour across South Dakota. 
The exhaustion, however, would be worth the effort. If the thirty-two-year-old 
played his cards right, he could help alter the course of American history. 

Sporting horn-rimmed glasses and a high-and-tight haircut left over from 
his Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC) days, Adelstein seemed like an 
unlikely political operative. An engineer and executive at the Northwestern 
Engineering Company (NWE), a heavy construction firm that his father had 
founded four decades earlier in Kadoka, a small town in southwestern South 
Dakota, he had grown up in the state, but graduated from high school and 
college in Colorado. After two years in the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 
he moved back to South Dakota, settling in Rapid City with his new wife and 
young son in 1957. By 1964, he had begun to immerse himself in Republican 
politics and international Jewish activism.

A familiar drawl boomed through the receiver, which vibrated Stan’s 
hand whenever his caller spoke. The voice belonged to Morris Abram, 
president of the American Jewish Committee (AJC). Perhaps the most power-
ful Jewish advocacy organization in the United States, the AJC had been 
building support for minority rights for decades. 
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